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SUPPLEMENT TO THE CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS OF 
"DRILLING, TESTING, AND MONITORING OF UP TO 12 

TEMPERA TURJE GRADIENT / PASSIVE SEISMIC 
GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATORY WELLS, 

DESCHUTES COUNTY, OREGON" DOE/EA-1758; DOI-BLM-OR-P000-2010-003-EA 

1. BACKGROUND 

This document presents information supplemental to the Environmental Assessment (EA), 
Drilling, Testing, and Monitoring of up to 12 Temperature Gradient I Passive Seismic 
Geothermal Exploratory Wells, Deschutes County, Oregon (DOE/EA-1758; DOI-BLM-OR
P000-2010-003-EA, March 16, 2010) prepared by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). The 
Final EA is available at http://www.ee:re.cnergy.gov/golden/Reading Room.aspx. BLM was the 
lead-agency for the EA effort and Department of Energy (DOE) was a cooperating agency along 
with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. DOE intends to adopt the EA subject 
to this supplemental cumulative impact analysis. 

DOE is aware of other geothermal actions being pursued in the same general area as those 
described in the EA. In accordance with guidance included in Recommendations for the 
Preparation of Environmental Assessments and Environmental Impact Statements, Second 
Edition (December 2004), the DOE evaluates any relevant past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions as cumulative impacts. Accordingly, this document addresses 
potential impacts associated with other proposed future geothermal projects in the area of the 
Newberry National Volcanic Monument that may be cumulative with those described in the EA. 

The Proposed Action (also referred to as the "Temperature Gradient Wells Project") set forth in 
the EA is summarized as a project to drill, test and monitor up to twelve shallow temperature 
gradient/passive seismic geothermal exploratory monitoring wells to acquire scientific data about 
the geothermal resource and the subsurface geologic structure. The other proposed future 
geothermal projects, described in more detail below, consist of (1) drilling a sing]e, deep slim
hole, which is a follow-on phase of the Proposed Action, and (2) a separate project that would 
involve demonstration of enhanced ge:othermal systems (EGS). In both cases (that is, the drilling 
of the single slim-hole and the EGS Demonstration Project), there are potential impacts that 
could be cumulative with the Proposed Action. However, the drilling of the slim-hole and the 
EGS Demonstration Project are in the early phases of development so there are unknowns with 
regard to specific project detail and locations. Accordingly, their potential impacts can generally 
be desc1ibed only in qualitative terms and limited quantitative terms. 

Similar to the Proposed Action, DOE is considering providing financial assistance to partially 
fund two other projects in the project vicinity for the purpose of promoting renewable energy 
exploration for geothermal resources: 1) drilling the single slim-hole and 2) the EGS 
Demonstration Project. By necessity, DO E's decision to provide funding for the geothermal 
projects is progressing in a phased approach and each phase has been, or will be proceeded by a 
NEPA Determination that documents the level of NEPA analysis required for the specific phase. 
1n this manner, the projects can proce,ed with the first phase that collects information to 
determine whether the subsequent phase(s) is (are) feasible and to define specific details on how 
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the subsequent phase(s) would occur and where. Once the drilling of the single slim-hole and 
the EGS Demonstration Project have progressed to the point where detailed actions and locations 
can be proposed, they would be ready for their own NEPA Determinations; which could result in 
additional environmental analyses being required for the projects. In the future environmental 
analyses, with project details fully defined, cumulative impacts would also be discussed and at 
that time more quantitative evaluations of the activities associated with drilling the single slim
bole and the EGS Demonstration Project would be discussed in addition to the Proposed Action 
(Temperature Gradient Wells Project). 

The long-range goal of the Temperature Gradient Wells Project, the drilling of the slim-hole, and 
the EGS Demonstration Project are to show the feasibility of a geothermal resource recovery 
facility (or facilities) in the area outside the Newberry National Volcanic Monument and, as 
applicable, the eventual construction of that facility (or facilities). The premise of actually 
designing and constructing any geothermal resource recovery facility in this area is not mature 
enough at the present time for such an action to be addressed as a reasonably foreseeable action. 
Whether or not DOE were to be involved in such a future action to fund a geothennal resource 
recovery facility, it would be fully subject to NEPA requirements. That is, such an action would 
have to be fully evaluated for potential environmental impacts before it would be authorized on 
these public lands. The potential for future geothermal resource recovery facilities is not 
addressed further in the evaluations that follow. 

A question was raised as to DOE's process for carrying out its responsibilities under NEPA for 
tbe Proposed Action. To respond, DOE conducts its NEPA review consistent with its 
implementing regulations at 10 CFR I 021. In brief, DOE conducts a rigorous environmental 
analysis through the NEPA process for all proposed funding actions to evaluate the potential 
environmental impact associated with the project, and public comments are sought at various 
points in the process. Here, as a cooperating agency, DOE was involved in the development and 
review of the EA. The draft EA was available to the public and to Federal, state and local 
agencies for review and comment. Likewise, DOE is providing the public an opportunity to 
review and comment on DOE's supplemental cumulative analysis prior to DOE making its final 
determination. 

Section 2 describes the other geothermal project actions of which DOE is aware and which could 
present impacts cumulative with those of the Temperature Gradient Wells Project. Section 3 
provides a discussion of cumulative impacts for various resource areas normally considered in 
DOE NEPA evaluations. Section 4 provides a summary of the evaluations. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF OTHER GEOTHERMAL ACTIVITIES 

The section identifies past and reasonably foreseeable future geothermal exploratory actions that 
occurred or might occur in the same general area as the Temperature Gradient Wells Project. 

2.1 Slim-hole/Deep Exploration WeU (Potential Future Activity) 

A slim-hole/deep exploration well may be drilled following the temperature gradient wells and 
geophysical testing and analysis described in the Proposed Action to verify the findings of such 
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program. The drilling of the well is contingent upon a go/no go decision based upon the results 
obtained from the temperature gradient program. The final specifications (depth, diameter, etc.) 
for this well will be dependent upon the proposed well location and other results obtained from 
the temperature gradient program. If a. deep exploration well were to be drilled, it could be 
similar in depth and diameter to the previous wells drilled by Davenport in the project area 
(approximately 11,000 feet deep and 8.5 inches in diameter at the bottom). Because the location 
of this possible well is not yet known, site specific analysis cannot be done at this time. It may 
be located on an existing permitted well pad in which case no additional surface disturbance 
would occur. If a new pad were to be built, it would be approximately 1.5 acres in size. Such 
slim-hole activity, if not located on a previously permitted well pad, would require further 
environmental analyses and approvals from BLM and other regulatory agencies. 

2.2 Newberry Volcano Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS) Demonstration Project 
(Potential Future Activity) 

The Newberry Volcano EGS Demonstration project would develop an EGS reservoir in an area 
of high temperature, low permeability resource present in vo.lcanic fonnations on the northwest 
flank of the Newberry Volcano. The project team would quantitatively demonstrate stimulation 
techniques to successfully induce and sustain fluid flow and heat extraction from one injection 
well and two production weUs, culminating in a theoretical, conceptual model of a commercial
scale well-field and power plant. The only new surface disturbance would result from the drilling 
and installation of down-hole micro-seismic array (MSA) boreholes (up to approximately 700 
feet deep) at up to 10 locations. These sites are expected to average about 50 feet by 50 feet per 
site for a total disturbed area ofless than 1 acre. All of the project activities would be accessible 
by existing Forest Service roads. No new roads would be constructed. The majority of the EGS 
activity is the development and stimulation of an EGS reservoir, which occurs below ground. 
This activity would take place from previously pennitted well pads and would not create any 
additional surface disturbance. The EGS Demonstration project would require further 
environmental analyses and approvals from BLM and other regulatory agencies. 

2.3 Geophysical Surveys 

A number of geophysical surveys have already been permitted or may occur in the near future. 
These include gravity surveys, magneto-tell uric (MT) surveys and micro-seismic surveys. All of 
these geophysical surveys occur on the surface and therefore are non-intrusive, do not involve 
drilling rigs, and do not involve any disturbance of vegetation. 

2.4 Past Geothermal Activities 

Geothermal exploration projects have occurred in the Newberry area in the past. A total of 
approximately two dozen exploratory wells have been drilled in and around Newberry Volcano, 
including within the Crater. Most wells have been plugged and abandoned as required by BLM 
and the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) except for two deep 
wells drilled by Davenport in 2008, which are still being monitored and would be utilized in the 
EGS Demonstration project. There i.s also approximately 80 feet of surface casing on a well in 
the project area that is scheduled to be plugged and abandoned this year. 
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There are currently six large production-size well pads (each approximately 5 acres in size) 
located on the western flank of Newberry, plus one pad that was partially built. These are 
currently in active status and are being maintained by the geothermal leaseholder or operator 
under terms specified by BLM and Forest Service. When no longer needed, these sites will be 
reclaimed and restored to a natural condition. Except for the existing wells and pads noted, all 
other sites (approximately 19) have been reclaimed and restored to a natural condition. 

3. CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

CEQ regulations define cumulative effects as " ... the impact on the environment which results 
from the incremental impact of the action when added to the other past, present, and reasonably 
foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person 
undertakes such actions" (40 CFR 1508.7). 

This section discusses cumulative impacts to each of the resource areas that are normally 
evaluated in a DOE EA. In several instances these resource areas were not carried into a full 
analysis of potential impacts in the EA. In such instances, the first paragraph in each of the 
following discussions summarizes how the resource area was presented in the EA. 

3.1 Land Use 

Land use was not a resource area specifically described for potential impacts in the EA. Section 
1.6 of the EA does, however, describe how the Davenport Newberry proposed project would 
conform to existing land use plans. Because it was determined that the action was consistent 
with the U.S. Forest Service's applicable Land and Resource Management Plan (LRMP), it was 
not necessary to carry land use into the full analysis for potential impacts. 

Both the proposed EGS Demonstration Project and the slim-hole/deep exploration well would be 
expected to be consistent with the LRMP as well and therefore any cumulative impacts to Land 
Use would be consistent with the LRMP as well. 

3.2 Air Quality 

Air quality was not specifically described for potential impacts in the EA. Given the 
unlikelihood that activities associated with the Proposed Action would have more than a minor 
impact on air quality, it was not necessary to carry air quality into the full analysis for potential 
impacts in the EA. To provide context for DOE's supplemental cumulative impacts analysis, the 
following information regarding the air quality impacts of the Proposed Action (Temperature 
Gradient Wells Project) is included. The proposed project would result in construction and 
driUing-related effects on air quality. These would include equipment and vehicle exhaust 
emissions and fugitive dust from traveling on dirt roads. No new roads would be required and, 
although some leveling with a backhoe might be required at the drill sites, each site would be no 
larger than approximately l 00 feet by 100 feet (Section 2.2 of the EA). Effects to air quality 
would be relatively minor due to the small scale of the temperature gradient program and would 
be temporary in nature. Because there is only a single truck mounted drill rig involved, it is 
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expected the total number of vehicles and other fuel burning pieces of equipment (such as 
generators) in use would be ten or less. 

Future geothermal activities involving drilling activities would have similar effects (that is, 
exhaust emissions from a few vehicles. and pieces of equipment and fugitive dust, primarily from 
traveling on dirt roads) on air quality. The number of vehicles and pieces of equipment involved 
in these future activities would be exp,ected to be similar to that described for the temperature 
gradient program (that is, ten or less per project). To the extent that some of the future actions 
could occur at the same time as the proposed project, the air emissions could have cumulative 
effects on local air quality and emissions of greenhouse gases from burning of fuel would add to 
those of the earth's atmosphere. However, this would involve the addition of small quantities 
from each of the projects and the totals would not be expected to have any measureable effect on 
air quality of the region or on levels of greenhouse gases in the earth' s atmosphere. 

3.3 Geology and Soils 

The resource area of geology and soils was not specifically addressed for potential impacts in the 
EA. To provide context for DOE's supplemental cumulative impacts analysis, the following 
information regarding the impacts of the Proposed Action (Temperature Gradient Wells Project) 
is included. The small size of the proposed project (less than 2.5 acres of total disturbed area) 
and its temporary nature (all sites would be restored to their natural condition) would not result 
in any permanent disturbance to soils or geology. 

The slim-bole/deep exploration well (0 tol.5 acres of surface disturbance anticipated) and the 
EGS Demonstration Project (less than 1 acre of surface disturbance anticipated) would have a 
similarly minimal impact to soils. In total, it is estimated that all three projects could disturb up 
to approximately 5 acres of soils within the approximate 40,000 acres of geothermal leases held 
by Davenport in the p roject area. Amore detailed environmental analysis on the potential 
impacts to geology will be conducted for the EGS Demonstration Project in the future as a result 
of the need to address induced seismicity, This future analysis would include an evaluation of 
cumulative effects from the various other projects, but because these other projects would have 
minimal effects on geology and soils, cumulative effects would be expected to result primarily 
from those attributed to the EGS Demonstration Project. 

3.4 Water Resources 

Water usage by the project was discussed in the EA as part of the description of the proposed 
project (Section 2.2 of the EA). Water resources were not identified as a resource to be brought 
forward for further analysis during the scoping process, therefore water resources were not 
specifically described for potential impacts in the EA. To provide context for DOE's 
supplemental cumulative impacts analysis, the following information regarding the impact on 
water resources resulting from the Temperature Gradient Wells Project is included. A total of 
approximately 432,000 gallons (1.3 acre-feet) of water would be pumped from local shallow 
groundwater wells to supply water for drilling the temperature gradient wells over the length of 
the project. Because only one well would be drilled at a time, up to 36,000 gallons of water 
would be needed per well at an average rate of approximately 970 gallons per day. The 
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groundwater wells have been permitted by the Oregon Water Resources Department (ODWR) 
and groundwater mitigation credits have been purchased from the Deschutes Groundwater 
Mitigation Bank, operated by the Deschutes River Conservancy in accordance with the ODWR 
permit. As a result there would be no net loss of water to the Deschutes river basin. 

Water usage by the slim-hole/deep exploration well and the EGS Demonstration Project would 
be analyzed in detail during any future NEPA environmental review of those actions. It is 
anticipated that both projects would obtain water through local groundwater wells permitted by 
the ODWR with mitigation credits purchased from the Deschutes Groundwater Mitigation Bank, 
operated by Deschutes River Conservancy. Furthermore, water usage by the EGS 
Demonstration Project (preliminary estimates are up to 235 million gallons) is much higher than 
for the proposed project or the slim-hole well, but would be temporary in use with the majority 
of water being injected back into the ground, though probably not into the aquifer from which it 
was withdrawn. Also, the projects would be expected to be spread out over time, thereby 
reducing impacts to water resources due to natural recharge. The estimates of water usage for 
the EGS Demonstration Project are only preliminary and would be evaluated in detail during the 
NEPA environmental review for that project once that project has been defined in sufficient 
detail to allow for a complete analysis of water usage, but the project cannot be evaluated in such 
detail at the present time. 

The water resources impact resulting from the Temperature Gradient w ·eus Project is expected to 
be minimal with no net loss of water to the Deschutes river basin. Given the relatively small 
water needs of the Temperature Gradient Wells Project, its contribution to the cumulative 
impacts for water resources is expected to be negligible in relation to the proposed EGS 
Demonstration Project (432,000 compared to 235,000,000 gallons). As noted previously, once 
the proposed EGS Demonstration Project is better defined, DOE will evaluate its impacts to 
water resource in greater detail during the NEPA environmental review. 

3.5 Biological Resources 

3.5.l Wildlife 

Effects to wildlife from the Temperature Gradient Wells Project were analyzed in detail in the 
EA. Specifically related to DO E's supplemental cumulative impacts analysis, numerous field 
surveys were conducted and a Biological Evaluation was prepared by the USFS. Due to the 
small area of vegetation to be removed (2.5 acres) and mitigation measures (timing restrictions 
during the breeding season) it was determined minimal negative effects to wildlife would occur. 

The proposed EGS Demonstration project activity is expected to occur primarily on existing well 
pads. The total additional disturbed area would be less than 1 acre. The slim-hole/deep 
exploration well drilling may occur on an existing permitted well pad. Accordingly, any 
additional impact to wildlife resulting from EGS Demonstration Project and the drilling of the 
slim-hole/deep exploration well would be negligible. If a new pad were to be built for the slim
hole/deep exploration well, it would be approximately 1.5 acres in size. With a total disturbed 
area of 5 acres or less for all three projects combined, the cumulative effects on habitat loss 
would be minimal. Also, any additional site disturbance would be subject to the same timing 
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restrictions during the breeding season as the proposed temperature gradient wells, which would 
further minimize any potential cumulative negative effects to wildlife. 

3.5.2 Disturbance to Existing Plantations and Established Tree Stands 

Disturbance to existing plantations and established tree stands was analyzed in detail in the EA. 
As relevant to DO E's supplemental cumulative impacts analysis, due to the small size of each of 
the drill sites, their location adjacent to existing roads and clearings, and because the trees to be 
removed are for the most part smaller diameter trees, the disturbance to existing plantations and 
established tree stands was determined to be minimal. 

The proposed EGS Demonstration Project would result in less than I acre of new disturbed area. 
These sites would also be located in previously created openings off of existing Forest Service 
roads. If the slim-hole/deep exploration well is drilled on an existing well pad, no additional 
disturbance to existing plantations or tree stands would occur. If a new well pad were to be 
constructed, approximately 1.5 acres would need to be disturbed. In total, it is estimated that all 
three projects would disturb up to approximately 5 acres ofland within the approximate 40,000 
acres of geothermal leases held by Davenport in the project area. The impact to existing 
plantations and established tree stands. is unknown at this time, as the specific location is 
unknown. In the past, an effort has been made to site well pads in previously disturbed areas. It 
is anticipated a similar effort would be made in locating any new well pads. As a result, 
cumulative effect of the projects in terms of disturbance to existing plantations and established 
tree stands would be minor. 

3.6 Cultural Resources 

Cultural resources were not specifically described for potential impacts in the EA, but were 
discussed as part of mitigation measures (Section 4.5 of the EA). To provide context for DO E's 
supplemental cumulative impacts anallysis, the following information regarding the impact on 
cultural resources resulting from the Proposed Action is included. A total of five heritage 
resources were identified or re-record1ed during the heritage survey as part of the EA. Three of 
the sites, all historic period resources, would be easily avoided during drilling operations. Two 
prehistoric sites would be tested for subsurface deposits prior to drilling and site deposits would 
be avoided during drilling. As a result of these mitigation measures, there would be little to no 
impact to cultural resources. 

A similar cultural resources survey would be conducted for all future land disturbing activities 
associated with either the slim-hole/deep exploration well or the EGS Demonstration Project. 
With similar mitigation measures for all three proposed projects, it is expected there will be 
minimal impacts to cultural resources under either an individual or cumulative analysis. 

3. 7 Socioeconomics 

The EA does not specifically address the potential for socioeconomic impacts to the area or 
region, but it does describe the work force that would be required to support drilling of the 12 
temperature gradient wells. As relevant to the DOE supplemental cumulative impacts analysis, 
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the EA states each well would take about 6 weeks to complete and each would be supported by 
two crews of up to 6 people each, with each crew working 12-hour days. If it is assumed that the 
two crews (12 people in total) worked every day for the 6 week period, that would be 
approximately 6,000 man-hours oflabor per well. Jf it is further assumed that 2,000 hours 
represents a normal man-year, then each well would involve 3 man-years. Although the project 
would represent a significant economic benefit to those directly employed in the effort, these 
crews would be expected to be from a broad region and, as a result, the project would be 
expected to have only a minor beneficial impact to any specific area or community. There would 
be effects to local businesses (for example, stores, restaurants, and hotels) in communities close 
to the project site (such as Bend and possibly Three Rivers or La Pine) from the influx of 
workers. But again, the number of workers involved would be small, as well as temporary, and 
would not be expected to impact community services, but would provide some minor economic 
benefit. 

It is expected that the drilling of the slim-hole would have less potential for socioeconomic 
-impacts than the Proposed Action (Temperature Gradient Wells Project). The deep slim-hole 
would be expected to take longer to drill than one of the temperature gradient/passive seismic 
wells, but there would not be the potential for multiple crews working multiple wells at the same 
time. Also, because the slim-bole action would occur after the temperature gradient wells were 
completed, it would not be additive in the sense of occurring over the same time period. The 
EGS Demonstration Project is not yet well defined with respect to the number of people that 
would be working on the project and the period of time over which they would be in the area. 
However, it is expected that the EGS Demonstration Project would likely be less intensive with 
respect to size of the work force required than that expected for the Temperature Gradient Wells 
Project. Even if the EGS Demonstration actions were to overlap in timing with the temperature 
gradient wells or the single slim-hole well, thus representing a combined demand on community 
services, potential socioeconomic impacts would be expected to be minor, but overall beneficial. 

3.8 Health and Safety 

The topic of health and safety was not specifically addressed for potential impacts in the EA. 
However, general safety measures as well as training and preparation for possible hydrogen 
sulfide were addressed in the EA as part of the project description (Section 2.2 of the EA), safety 
meetings were described as a routine part of the drilling program (Appendix B of the EA), and 
specific safety measures were described as part of best management practices that would be used 
on the project (Appendix C of the EA). As relevant for this cumulative impacts analysis, drilling 
of the temperature gradient wells would be conducted in accordance with rules established by 
both the BLM and DOGAMI to protect the health and safety of both the workers on site and the 
public. 

Both the slim-hole/deep exploration well and the EGS Demonstration Project would be 
conducted in accordance with the same safety rules and precautions described for the proposed 
project. In general, work accident records are maintained in terms of incidents per hours worked, 
so the more hours worked, the higher the potential for accidents to occur. That is, taken together, 
the various projects would represent a greater potential for accidents than individually. 
However, there is no reason to suspect that the projects would involve unusual risks for workers 
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and, either separately or combined, rislks would be expected to be minor, in line with similar 
work activities performed elsewhere in the country. 

3.9 Noise 

Noise effects from the drilling of the t<~mperature gradient wells would be temporary and of short 
duration (6 weeks per well). Because of the short term nature of the Proposed Action, impacts 
due to noise would be minimal and the:refore were not carried forward for detailed analysis in the 
EA. As specifically related to DOE's supplemental cumulative impacts analysis, the potential 
for cumulative noise effects on wildlifo was included in the Biological Resources discussion 
(Section 3 .5) where it was noted there would be time restrictions on field activities during 
breeding season when such disturbances could have their most harmful results. 

The Proposed Action may overlap witlh future geothermal activities in the general area, so there 
is potential for increased noise intensity (from adding sources) as well as increased noise 
duration. Noise .effects from the slim-hole/deep exploration well and the EGS Demonstration 
Project will be addressed in the subsequent environmental review for those future projects, but 
would be temporary and short term, and therefore would most likely be minimal. Sound levels 
from drilling a deep well are estimated to be up to 45 A-weighted decibels at a distance of 0.5 
miles.a This sound level is consistent with that of a library or a quiet room in a residence. 
Activities would be dispersed over a large area and non-project individuals that might be 
exposed to noise would be expected to be few in number, being limited primarily to visitors to 
the national forest. As a result, even if the activities were to overlap in the time they occurred, 
cumulative noise impacts would be expected to be minor. 

3.10 Aesthetics and Visual Resources 

Visual Resources were analyzed in deitail in the EA. Given its relatively small scope, temporary 
duration, limited size, and minimal amount of surface disturbance, the project was determined to 
not contribute a significant cumulative effect in terms of surface area or visual resources. 

The proposed EGS Demonstration Project would occur primarily below ground and on existing 
well pads. The total additional disturbed area would be less than one acre. Thus, the project 
would not make a cumulatively considerable contribution to loss of visual quality in the area. 
The slim-hole/deep exploration well would occur on an existing permitted well pad or on a 
newly created well pad. If a new well pad were to be constructed, a clearing of approximately 
1.5 acres may be created. In total, it is estimated that all three projects would disturb up to 
approximately 5 acres of land within the approximate 40,000 acres of geothermal leases held by 
Davenport in the project area. Given its relatively small scope, temporary duration, limited size, 
and minimal amount of surface disturbance, when compared to the extensive vegetation 
management and large scale projects that have occurred or would occur in the local and greater 
vicinity, the cumulative effect contribiuted by this project (particularly after the sites have been 
reclaimed), would be negligible. 

a Newberry Geothermal Pilot Project Final Environmental Impact Statement, June 1994. 
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3.11 Utilities, Energy, and Materials (Infrastructure) 

The resource area of utilities, energy, and materials was not addressed for potential impacts in 
the EA. As relevant to DOE's supplemental cumulative impacts analysis, the Proposed Action 
would occur on National Forest land, which bas limited infrastructure that could be affected. 
The drilling crews would use existing roads and pads to the extent practicable and would bring 
their own fuel with them to support vehicle and equipment use. Fuel (gasoline and diesel fuel) 
used during the project would represent a consumptive use of these resources, but it would be 
temporary in nature and relatively small in quantity (sufficient for ten or less vehicles and other 
fuel burning pieces of equipment) compared to the volume moving through, and being used in 
the regional market. The work force associated with the project would similarly not be expected 
to affect utilities available in local communities where they might be staying during the duration 
of the project. 

Similar to previous discussions, the drilling of the deep slim-hole would be expected to have less 
impact on utilities, energy, and materials than the Proposed Action. The EGS Demonstration 
Project is not yet well defined at this point, but it would also be located on National Forest land 
where there would be limited infrastructure that could be affected. Again, the proponent would 
carry their own fuel with them to support vehicle and equipment use, but the volumes would be 
relatively small, estimated at volumes sufficient for ten or less vehicles and pieces of equipment, 
and the work force staying temporarily in local communities would be expected to have no 
noticeable effect on the communities' utilities. The cumulative impacts from the various 
projects, particularly in the case of fuel consumption, would be minor. 

3.12 Waste and Hazardous Materials 

The topic of waste and hazardous materials was no1 specifically addressed for potential impacts 
in the EA. However, management of the routinely generated materials drilling mud and cuttings 
were addressed in the EA as part of the project description (Section 2.2 of the EA) and the 
general proper management of waste was described as part of best management practices that 
would be used on the project (Appendix C of the EA). The proposed project would use sumpless 
drilling and is not expected to use nor produce hazardous materials. Drill cuttings and spent 
drilling mud would be contained in surface tanks and be disposed of offsite at the Cary Matthews 
ready mix plant. 

Any future drilling activity associated with the slim-hole/ deep exploration well or EGS 
Demonstration Project would occur on either previously constructed well pads or on a newly 
constructed well pad. Drill cuttings and mud would be contained within a double lined sutnp on 
the well pad. All drill cuttings and mud would be disposed of at an authorized site in compliance 
with state and federal laws. Thus, while the projects would contribute to cumulative effects on 
waste and hazardous materials, those impacts would be minimized through the disposal of wastes 
at an authorized facility. 
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3.13 Environmental Jnstice 

Environmental justice was not a topic addressed for potential impacts in the EA Executive 
Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and 
Low Income Populations, directs federal agencies to address environmental and human health 
conditions in minority and low-income communities. The evaluation of impacts to 
environmental justice is dependent on demonstrating that significant, adverse impacts from the 
proposed geothermal exploratory action are not disproportionately borne by any low-income or 
minority groups in the affected community. The project location is on National Forest land and 
the proposed actions would have very limited potential for direct effects on communities that 
border the National Forest land. As such, analyses in the EA do not indicate a potential for more 
than minimal adverse impact to the human population. 

Drilling of the deep slim-hole wou1d s'imilarly be located in an area away from human 
communities and would not be expected to have a disproportionate impact on any minority or 
low-income groups. The same statement is applicable to the EGS Demonstration Project even 
though it is not well de.fined at the present time. 

3.14 Transportation 

During the public scoping period for the EA, transportation was not detennined to be an issue to 
be carried forward for detailed analysis due to the small scale and duration of the project. Best 
management practices for Forest Serviice road maintenance are presented in Appendix C of the 
EA. 

Similar to the Proposed Action, the drilling of the deep slim-hole and the EGS Demonstration 
Project would not be expected to invollve transportation concerns. These projects would involve 
only a small number of vehicles and pieces of equipment ( estimated at ten or less per project), 
which are routinely moved across the highway system to get to the various sites where they are 
used. As a result, the projects would be expected to have minimal to no cumulative effects on 
transportation. 

4. CONCLUSION/SUMMARY 

DOE has evaluated the potential for the Proposed Action to be cumu1ative with other actions of 
which it is aware that might occur in the same Newberry area. DOE has considered and 
described in this document the past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future geothermal 
exploration activities in this area. The: potential future activities of primary interest are: ( 1) the 
drilling of a deep slim-hole that would be located based on the findings of the temperature 
gradient wells (Proposed Action); and (2) the EGS Demonstration Project Both of these 
potential future actions would be subject to individual NEPA determinations and separate 
environmental analysis documentation would be developed as required by the applicable 
determination. All of the past, present, and future geothermal exploration activities in the area of 
the Newberry Volcano have the objective of determining the feasibility of a geothermal energy 
recovery facility or facilities. However, at the present time the feasibility of such facility or 
facilities has not been determined and construction and commissioning of a facility cannot be 
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considered a reasonable foreseeable future action. Should such an action be determined feasible 
in the future, it would have to be evaluated under its own NEPA evaluation. 

DOE's evaluation of cumulative impacts considered the slim-hole exploratory well and the EGS 
Demonstration Project as future actions that could be taken in addition to the action described in 
the EA. Conclusions of the evaluation are summarized as follows: 

• There were several resource areas for which potential impacts would be expected to be 
negligible or very minor for each of the actions and the cumulative impacts would be minor. 
The resource areas in this group are: (1) land use; (2) cultural resources; (3) noise; (4) 
u tilities, energy, and materials; (5) waste and hazardous materials; (6) environmental justice; 
and (7) transportation. 

• Air Quality - Air emissions could occur at overlapping times and, as a result could have 
cumulative effects on local air quality, but even combined, the emissions would be minor and 
would not be expected to affect the compliance status of the region's air quality. To the 
extent that some of the future actions could occur at the same time as the Proposed Action, 
the air emissions could have cumulative effects on local air quality and emissions of 
greenhouse gases from burning of fuel would add to those of the earth's atmosphere. 
However, this would involve the addition of small quantities from each of the projects and 
the totals would not be expected to have any measureable effect on air quality of the region 
or on levels of greenhouse gases in the earth's atmosphere. 

• Geology and Soils - The future EGS Demonstration Project would be evaluated for seismic 
effects on geology, but the other projects would have minimal cumulative impacts beyond 
those identified for the EGS Demonstration Project. 

• Water - The future EGS Demonstration Project would be evaluated for potential impacts to 
water resources, and the other projects would be expected to have very minor cumulative 
effects to those of the EGS Demonstration Project. 

• Biological Resources - Wildlife and vegetation (that is, existing plantations and established 
tree stands) impacts could be cumulative due to increased land disturbance. Although there 
is insufficient data currently available to evaluate specifics of the future actions, it is 
expected that impacts would be minimal whether the projects would be considered 
individually or in combination. 

• Socioeconomics - Impacts from the projects could be cumulative, but individually they 
would be expected to have only minor beneficial impacts and together the impacts would still 
be expected to be minor. 

• Health and Safety - Impacts Would be cumulative in that the more work performed, the 
~eater (on average) the risk for accidents. However, risks of accidents, either cumulatively 
or individually, would be expected to be minor, consistent with similar activities performed 
elsewhere in the country. 
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• Aesthetics and Visual Resources -- Impacts would be expected to be cumulative due to 
increased land disturbance and the potential for the disturbances to be present at the same 
time. However, individually and combined the projects would be expected to have minimal 
effects due to the temporary natur,e of drilling activities. 
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